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FOREWORD 
	

	

Welcome to this Learning Resource for MUSIC 

This Learning Resource was developed by experts from the National Commission for Culture 
and the Arts as a reference to aid you in developing rich, meaningful, and empowering learning 
in the creative fields. Every effort has been exerted to produce a Self-Learning Learning 
Resource that incorporates the most fundamental elements and principles of each discipline, 
while providing a spiraled, scaffolded, and multi-sensory approach to allow you to explore your 
innate creativity while building discipline and rigor in your chosen discipline. 

Each lecture, activity, or reflection here is designed to be meaningful. Each one designed to 
build from the previous one, and each one with the objective of building up for the next skill or 
competence. We hope that you will find these activities challenging but empowering, and that 
your potential as a Filipino artist and Creative is further enhanced and inspired. 

These Learning Resources take into consideration the various limitations and challenges 
brought about by the current situation and provides you with the flexibility to manage content 
and pace to your individual needs while maintaining standards for creativity, embodying 21st 
Century skills, and aspiring towards artistic excellence. Beyond compilations of dry information, 
these Learning Resources seek to develop Higher Order Thinking Skills of Analysis, Evaluation, 
and Creation. 

If you are planning to use this Resource as a facilitator or teacher, you are expected to guide 
and orient your learners in the proper and efficient use of this Learning Resource. Most, if not all 
activities, will entail exploration, investigation, and experimentation, as such it is imperative that 
you, as the facilitator, establish the guidelines which will allow your students to be creative but 
within responsible, safe, and academically-sound limits. Your guidance and mentorship is 
expected and encouraged throughout the learning process. 

We look forward to your journey as an artist, MABUHAY! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES 

This Learning Resource Module introduces an inspiring range of western musical history from 
Baroque to Romantic side by side with music in the Philippines during the Spanish Colonial 
Period. These are commonly used categories, which are useful for identifying styles style by 
listening, analyzing, and performing chosen musical pieces from Europe as well as the 
Philippines. 

 
At the end of the Learning Resource, you will be able to: 

1. Demonstrates an understanding of cross- cultural comparison between Philippine and 
Western musical development. 

2. Explain how socio- cultural functions and historical events affect musical forms and 
styles across Philippine and Western society. 

3. Explain functions of music of the Spanish Colonial Philippines and Western Periods 

4. Identify major composers of the different periods, their style and major contribution. 

5. Perform music through singing or playing musical instruments in the Spanish Colonial 
Period of the Philippines and the Western society.  

 

This Learning Resource is applicable to the following DepEd Codes:  

SPA_MF9- IIa-1                     SPA_MF9- IIe-5 
SPA_MF9- IIb-2                     SPA_MF9- IIf-6  
SPA_MF9- IIc-3                     SPA_MF9- IIg-7 
SPA_MF9- IId-4 
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
																																																 



Source:	https://pixabay.com/photos/architecture-trevi-fountain-art-1834787/	

MUSIC OF THE BAROQUE PERIOD (1575 – 1750) 
 

People began to develop better ways to write down music during the Middle Ages, and with the 
printing press invention during the 15th century, music could more easily be spread across 
regions. Professional musicians worked for the church, royal courts, and towns. Composers of 
new music became increasingly important. 

In the 17th century, music became more complex. It was performed by orchestras, large group 
of musicians playing many instruments. Composers created more music not only for the church 
but also for a new form of artistic entertainment like the opera – a type of theatre where singers 
and musicians performed together to tell a story. Music then had rich harmonies, with many 
voices and instruments weaving together. 

The term ‘baroque’ comes from the 
Portuguese word ‘barocco’ meaning 
encrusted, or rough, pearl. It was originally 
used in a derogatory way by critics of the 
elaborately decorated music of the time. 
Both architecture and music became more 
dramatic and ornate. decorated music of 
the time. Both architecture and music 
became more dramatic and ornate.  

The term applies to a long period of history 
and to such diverse countries as Italy, 

France, England, and the vast territories that came under Germanic influence. Because of its 
generous artistry output Baroque was divided into three phases: early, middle, and late. 
 
Baroque art can be described as emotional, dramatic, and overly decorative. Architecture, 
painting, sculpture is combined in the domed ceilings of the 17th and 18th century churches. The 
combination of music, painting, literature, architecture, and sculpture are exhibited in the opera 
or drama per musica. A great expansion of instrumental music and new musical structures took 
place during this time.  

 

Two modes were being used came to be known as the major and minor keys, while the other 
modes fell into disuse. Composers could now move from one key to another within one piece of 
music. Baroque composers explored and established all the major and minor keys and the 
colorful relationships between them. 

 

 

 

 



Collection	by	Metropolitan	Museum	of	Art,	New	York	
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The harpsichord was developed during the 15th century. Its 
strings are plucked by tiny splinters of quill in a mechanism 
operated from the keyboard. It remained a popular 
household instrument until the end of the 18th century – a 
four-hundred-year period. Throughout the baroque period It 
played a key role in ensemble music of all kinds, and its 
repertoire of solo music was greatly expanded. 

 

 

The baroque orchestra consisted mainly of string instruments (violin, viola, cello, and bass), 
which replaced the popularity of the viols. Sometimes a small number of woodwind or brass 
instruments were added. 

 
	A feature that was always present was the continuo part. This was performed by a small 
section of the orchestra playing the bass line of the music. A keyboard instrument, such as 
organ or harpsichord, was used to fill out the harmonies above the bass line. This suggested 
chords to be played but allowed for personal interpretation by the performer, who was expected 
to improvise skillfully and appropriately. The continuo section gave a very strong lead to the 
other musicians and the keyboard player. 

 
Vocal music, both secular and religious, also flourished. Following the Reformation, religious 
music was no longer restricted to Latin texts. Composers used their local languages to aid the 
congregation’s understanding of the service. One of the many forms used was the cantata 
(sung piece), a collection of solos, duets and choruses for voices and chamber orchestra. 

 

SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCES ON MUSIC    

The whole Baroque movement began as a 
part of Counter Reformation in Italy. The 
influence of this spread rapidly into all parts 
of Europe, particularly into southern Germany 
and Austria where Roman catholic Counter-
Reformation was most successful in its 
struggle with the Protestant North. Despite its 
first association with the Counter-
Reformation, the Baroque spirit became an 
equally vital part of the Protestant 
Reformation, it infused both spiritual and 
secular forms of artistic expression. Several 
important movements in religion, 



government, economics, and science influenced the artistic activity of the Baroque. 

 
The Thirty Years’ War was brought about by the conflict between Roman Catholics and 
Protestants over religious concerns, ownership of lands, and political power. It dominated the 
first half of the seventeenth century, especially in northern and central Europe, widening the 
cultural and musical differences between Roman Catholics and Protestants. The Roman 
Catholics in the south were influenced primarily by the Italian style, while the Protestants in the 
north worked to expand and elaborate on the chorale tradition. This devastating war hindered 
the development of Baroque music in Germany for more than a generation. However, both the 
Roman Catholic church, which in the series of wars partially regained its political influence, and 
the Protestant church which developed a clear-cut form of its own, adapted the prevailing 
magnificence of Baroque styles for their own purposes. 

 

The rise of absolute monarchies and the confederation of national states had an important part 
in the creation of national styles. The monarchs and princes were among the known patrons 
lavish musical life. The courts of Louis XIV and Louis XV of France and the Hamburg of Spain 
and Austria were centers that started the production of various forms of musical expression like 
the large and spectacular opera. The German princes and dukes from the smaller courts were 
influential in cultivating music for salon and chapel that can be described as intimate. The courts 
of the Dukes of Weimar and the Princes of Anhalt Cöthen are examples of these smaller but 
highly cultural courts.  

 
The colonization during the 17th and 18th centuries enabled a wealthy merchant class to rise. 
This became the basis for the rich independent cities to be able to provide a conducive 
atmosphere for the establishment of a commercial theater, the opera and its music production. 
Cities like Venice and Hamburg are good examples of such a concentration of merchant wealth 
and their musical theaters became intentionally famous during the period. 

 
The Baroque era highlighted the importance of scholarly inquiry and discoveries. The 
application or inductive reasoning in these discoveries were most spectacular various fields 
such as the sciences of physiology, astronomy, mathematics, and physics. The success of 
scientific examination in these fields enabled the musicians to apply methods of science to 
concerns in music and led to a logical and systematic development of the techniques and 
materials of musical arts. Works, discoveries, and devices as Bach’s Art of Fugue, Rameau’s 
Treatise on Harmony, the practice of well-tempered tuning and the perfection of the violin family 
are all examples of the urge to systematize and to investigate through scientific inquiry. 

 
Music and literature proliferated the feeling of expression. Architecture achieved these by 
means of such devices as the arch without a keystone and the twisted stone columns as 
decorative elements whose function no longer was architectural but expressive. Music achieved 



these same qualities in the tension created by dissonance within the tonal system of Baroque 
harmony.  

 

FUNCTION OF MUSIC IN THE BAROQUE PERIOD  

While great deal of religious music was written for purely liturgical purposes, especially for the 
Lutheran Church, an increasing amount of religious music for instruments was used for non-
liturgical practices. Some of this non-liturgical music was used for preludes, postludes, and 
musical background for quasi-religious purposes such as marriage ceremonies, dedication of 
new buildings, and installation of civil or religious officials.  

 
Amateur musicians performed in the households of the wealthy class or aristocrats. These 
cultivated small bands intended for private entertainment for dinner music, dances, and 
ensemble performances that ranged in style from the purely functional to the real aesthetic 
quality. While substantial portion of this music was instrumental vocal music was also very 
important. This was truly chamber music, meant more for the pleasure of the performer than for 
an audience. 

 
Other forms of special entertainment, specifically ballet and opera, were introduced in large 
courts for countries and princes. The opera developed into a popular form of public 
entertainment, first occurring in Italy’s private theatres then to the public theatres in Europe. 

 
The oratorio was considered as the religious counterpart of the opera. It was not as popular as 
opera due to its simpler staging and presentation without featured costumes, lighting, and 
gestures. Still, it found success as a public choral concert. 

 
Special festive occasions called for vocal music as well as instrumental music. The secular 
cantata was often presented for such events with texts that referred directly or allegorically to 
the occasion.  

 
Institution for the musical arts were not established yet. Talented young boys showed interest in 
music with the influence of their own fathers and relatives or were exposed in a household of a 
composer or performer. Specific compositions were mainly for prospective musicians. Training 
in performance and composition was intended only for aspiring musicians from the wealthy and 
aristocrats. 
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in-fribourg.html	

 STYLE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSIC: 

 For the first time in the history of western 
European music, there were two styles that 
flourished: 

  (1) the Renaissance style, the stile antico or 
prima prattica which carried over into the Baroque 
period, and  
   (2) the new Baroque style itself, often called stile 
moderno or seconda prattica. The stile modern 
was characterized by several stylistic 

compositional devices unique to the Baroque 
Period. Monody was the name given to these one of the devices. A way of writing where a 
melodic line was accompanied by a simple chordal accompaniment. It is in homophonic style. A 
melodic line which was something midway between speech and song was called stile 
rappresentativo. It was described by freedom of rhythm, dramatic pauses, and asymmetric 
phrases.  

Stile concertato was another characteristic of Baroque music., the composer used instrumental 
and vocal forces in compositions that were harmonic or contrapuntal in style. It includes planned 
contrasts of instruments or voices against one another either as soloists or as groups. It was a 
practice in which music illustrated the words or moods of the dramatic action. The use of 
tremolo in the strings of the orchestra or rapidly sung syllables to a repeated note by the voice 
are typical of this style. 

 
Contrapuntal development of thematic material continued to be used in works which were 
wholly or partially contrapuntal-  

1. fugue  
2. toccata 
3. chorale prelude  

 
The new homophonic forms, particularly in 
instrumental music, depended on simple 
statement and contrast of melodic material. The 
variation principle was a logical expansion of 
these forms, and evolved in homophonic and 
contrapuntally into the theme and variation, 
passacaglia, or other chorale variation.  

A great number of solo instrumental works for 
keyboard instruments, especially organ and 
harpsichord, were written in style which 
suggested improvisation. Rapid scale passages, 
decorations, or chordal figurations in a free style 



were characteristic of some compositions, often called fantasias. 

The major and minor tonalities became common to instrumental and vocal music which led to 
distinct phrase and period construction in formal design. This was the commonly used device of 
sequential patterning in formal organization. 

Melody - Composing melodies varies from the recitative’s melodramatic style to the late 
Baroque aria’s extremely florid style or instrumental melodies. Fort spinning is a process of 
melodic composition that features developed short figures into complex melodic lines with 
substantial length. 

The creation of early Baroque composers, known as recitative, represented a melodic idea in 
which structure was determined solely by verbal considerations. Two forms of recitative were 
employed.  

           1. recitativo secco (dry recitative) - profound bass accompanied the voice.    
           2. recitativo accompagnato (accompanied recitative) – dramatic vocal performance and    
               accompanied by a musical ensemble. 
 
The opera during the Baroque period highlighted the bel canto (beautiful singing) style which 
emphasized the beauty of vocal sound and brilliant technique. Composers addressed this 
demand by writing expressive and musically dramatic melodies. 

Rhythm - The standard metrical units in Baroque music were repeated meter except for the 
recitatives. The basso continuo enabled a constant tempo. Both instrumental and choral works 
written in contrapuntal style. The changing harmony prompted by basso continuo affected the 
change in rhythmic motion. 

Harmony - A fundamental change in harmony occurred during this era. The reliance on modal 
systems of the past gradually yielded to the major-minor system of tonal relationships. It 
dominated Western music until the twentieth century. Even in works which were essentially 
contrapuntal, Baroque counterpoint was based on major-minor tonality rather than the modality 
of the Renaissance.  

 

The chordal nature of harmony was reflected highlighted in a system of numbers placed under 
the notes of the bass line. This is called figured bass. The harmonic figurations of the bass line, 
suggested quick changes of harmony, especially in the works of the late Baroque, were then 
realized by the keyboard performer. The bass line and its performance were called by various 
names such as ground bass, basso continuo or continuo. 



Chromaticism and dissonance were used in Baroque music for expressiveness. Tempered 
tuning of keyboard instruments was introduced. This enabled necessary chromatic changes for 
extended modulations. Bach’s Das Wohltempierte Klavier (The Well-Tempered Clavier) 
illustrates, in a series of forty-eight preludes and fugues, how tempered tuning made it possible 
to play in all major and minor keys without returning the instrument. 

Texture - Homophonic textures dominated vocal and instrumental forms. There are abundant 
examples in opera and in solo arias in all kinds as well as in various instrumental forms such as 
the sonata de camera, keyboard sonatas and suites. This kind of texture intends to include 
contrapuntal techniques that result to richer harmonic texture of Baroque music.  

 
Instrumentation and Tone Color: 

Many of the instruments of the Baroque era were forerunners of the modern instruments.  The 
violin family for example, was gradually displaced the viols by the end of the period. Idiomatic 
compositions progressed as composers wrote depending on the limitations and capabilities of 
specific instruments. 

Trio sonatas were composed and became a popular chamber music with basso continuo. It 
consisted of four instruments: two treble melodic instruments, a bass to play the continuo part 
(wind or string Instruments), and a keyboard instrument to realize the figured bass Usually a 
harpsichord or organ. 

In the Baroque, the solo sonata consisted of three instruments – a melody, a bass and a 
keyboard instrument which compromise the continuo. Later of 1700 century, solo sonatas for 
solo instrument and continuo became more popular. 

The role of an orchestra can either be independent musical performers or accompaniment to 
vocal dramatic works. It is smaller than the modern orchestra and comprised mainly of strings 
and woodwinds. Added brass and percussion were only for special effects. 

The Baroque organ was an instrument of great clarity and mellowness of tone, and only execute 
crescendos. Its limited volume and pureness of tone quality made the Baroque organ an ideal 
instrument for realizing the transparent contrapuntal texture of the organ music. 

Clavier referred to all types of keyboard instruments. It includes the harpsichord and the 
clavichord. The harpsichord was displaced by the pianoforte invented in 1709 by Cristofori. Most 
compositions were written for the harpsichord especially in the last half of the Baroque period. 

The traditional classification of soprano, alto, tenor, and bass which have persisted throughout 
history, Baroque added male artificial soprano called castrati. The range and technical facility of 
the castrati voices made them great favorite of the Baroque opera. The counter-tenor or male 
alto which used a falsetto voice in singing from the renaissance but now in a solo role in sacred 
ensemble music. 

Baroque music can be described as the last period in which highlights improvisation as 
essential requisite of all performers. Improvisatory technique in both vocal and instrumental 



Source:		Artist	unknown,	18th	Century	opera	costume;	
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era/	

were expected. This was done by the performer through adding up passing tones, scale 
passages and melodic fragments to the notated melody.  

 

VOCAL MUSIC:  

Recitative - Recitatives is known as vocal passages 
written in a style of highly influenced declamation. This is 
the declamatory form of the stile rappresentativo which 
came to be separated from the lyrically melodic parts of 
the monody. By the end of the 17th century the clear 
distinction between recitative and aria had been 
accomplished. The recitative served to carry the narrative 
and acted both as prelude to and the connecting material 
between the highly emotional points represented by the 
aria. They were rhythmically free and served as vocal 
vehicle for the prose dialogue. In some situations, 
recitative might be accompanied only by full orchestra. 
The moving operatic narrative was often accompanied 
only by the continuo that performed from the figured 

bass. In the former case, it was known as recitativo 
accompagnato (accompanied recitative). The latter was 
called recitativo secco (dry recitative). 

Aria -  The more melodic passages of the stile rappresentativo took on a formal character and 
finally separated from the declamatory parts as arias. The most typical form which these arias 
assumed was the three part or da capo aria in which musical statement was followed by a 
constraining section, that was in turn followed by the repetition of the original section with 
ornamentation. This form was almost universally adopted by the writers for all musical dramatic 
works, secular and religious. The aria form was often applied to ensembles such as the 
chamber duet or the trio. 

 
Arioso - The arioso was a free vocal form for solo voice that emerged from the declamatory 
style of the recitative and moved toward the lyrical style of the aria. Like the aria, the arioso was 
accompanied by full orchestra, often with repeated figures. The arioso was often used to 
express rapid changes of mood by means of the vocal line and the orchestral accompaniment. 
Briefer than the aria, the arioso was not cast in any formal design. 

 
Chorus - Choral ensemble works or passages took on no new formal characteristics. The 
oratorio and mass featured contrapuntal texture. In opera music, homophonic texture was 
evident. The emphasis on solo singing made the choral passages unpopular. Chorus can be 
heard only when it is required for dramatic parts of the acts. 

 



Motet - Composers of the Baroque period continued the Renaissance tradition of the 
unaccompanied choral motet. The motet was moving on tonal counterpoint contradicted to the 
modal counterpoint of the past. It was commonly liturgical and was used in both the Roman 
Catholic and Lutheran services.  

Listen to an example of Baroque Motet by Bach. Click the link below: 
(437) Bach Motet BWV 229 "Komm, Jesu, komm" - YouTube  with notation 

 
Listen to example of a Baroque period motet. It is a Motet BWV 229 "Komm, Jesu, komm" 
composed by Bach. 

Answer the following questions: 
 
1. How did the music make you feel? Why?  
2. What did you think about as you listened to this music?  
3. What patterns did you notice in the music? 
4.  In this piece of music you are about to hear the composer has written sections that are 
different (or similar) in some way from each other. Why do you think the composer did this? 
 
Performance: Vocal Ensemble 
 
1. Try to organize a group of eight people to sing each part in a composition.  
 
2. Make use of the sheet music and either a music a click- track, or an actual recording of the piece 
on a learning management system for a file sharing application 
 
3. Click- live track or download the music and practice each voice part with accuracy in melody, 
beat and rhythm and tempo. 
 
4. While listening and following the vocal track through headphones (so that only their performance 
is heard), students record their part on their video recorder. 
 
5. Students submit their part through distribution system. Import all the audio tracks into your favorite 
audio editing program. Line these up individually and edit as desired. Flatten to one file and 
EXPORT the completed audio as a final recording. 
 
6. Submit your final product to your Teacher  

 

 

 



 
 
 



Source:		Photo	by	Agathe	Poupeney/Opera	National	de	Paris;	
https://www.nytimes.com/2012/07/29/arts/music/baroque-operas-under-
reconstruction.html	

Spiritual Concerto - Works variously known as concerti ecclesiastici and as Geistliche 
konzerte were frequently composed in concertato style. They were restricted to a few voices 
with continuo or sometimes a few concerted instruments. Many of them were for only a single 
voice. German composers of the seventeenth century used spiritual concertos most frequently 
since it could be used in much the same manner as a cantata in the Lutheran service.  

 
Anthem -   Baroque composers continued to write anthems (Renaissance vocal compositions) 
for the Anglican Church. The verse anthem with an introduction of dramatic style was most 
typical of the Baroque era in England. 

 
Solo song -   Solo songs, though not constituting a major form, were being written especially by 
German composers. They were strophic, usually of folk character, in binary or ternary form like 
arias, and with instrumental accompaniment. The English lute song is sometimes associated 
with the Renaissance, but it is arguably an expression of the Baroque as well.  

 

COMPOSITE FORMS: 

Opera 

The most significant composite vocal form 
originating in the Baroque period was the 
dramatic opera, first called drama per 
musica. It was first developed by certain 
intellectuals, noblemen, poets, and 
musicians in Florence. They formed a group 
known as the Florentince Camareta. Early 
opera was based on Greek myths but later 
works dealt with legendary, historical, and 
unreal heroes and heroines. 

§ opera seria (serious opera) – concerned itself with secular themes and shaped into 
dramatic forms.  

§ comic opera - opera buffa (Italy), and the parallel forms of opera comique (France), 
singspiel (Germany), and even the ballad opera (England) became commercially 
successful to a large degree due to their use of vernacular, their focus on comedy, and 
on characters of greater realism than those of opera seria.  

Opera was written for soloist, chorus, and orchestra, and was staged with appropriate scenic 
settings and dramatic presentation. Elaborates stage machinery was often a dominant part of 
the stage décor. While the first operas were performed for private groups such as palace halls 
and theatres, opera houses were soon built for public presentations. 

It showcased various vocal forms such as arias, choruses, dances, duets, and other ensemble 
numbers. They were largely homophonic in texture. Choral passages generally used in the early 



Painting	by	William	Hogarth,	1732;	https://philharmonia.org/handel-oratorio-choirs/	

operas, were finally to reduce to insignificance, while solo arias received more and more 
attention.  

Virtual Tour: Watch and listen to Baroque Opera at this link: 
Claudio Monteverdi - L`Orfeo - YouTube 
Monteverdi : L'Orfeo (Les Arts Florissants / Paul Agnew / Cyril Auvity /Léa Desandre...) - YouTube 

 
 

Oratorio  

The oratorio employed the same forces 
as the opera but was distinguished from 
it usually did not use dramatic action, 
costumes, or stage settings for 
presentation. Originally performed in the 
oratory of the Church in Italy, by the end 
of the Baroque it had become a musical 
dramatic form based on a religious but 
non-liturgical theme and presented in 

concert form.  The Oratorio, while it employed soloist tended to emphasize the chorus and 
usually contained a number of large choral movements.  

The forms of the solo and small ensemble movements were identical with those of opera, 
though often of more reserved character. The choral movements, however, were almost 
exclusively contrapuntal, ranging from strict to free fugal forms. The Oratorio frequently used a 
dramatic character known as the narrator (storicus or testo) who introduces and often narrates 
the story of the work by means of recitative. 

Listen to musical excerpts of Oratorio by Handel at this link: 
Handel's Messiah: For Unto us a Child is Born, Tabernacle Choir - YouTube 
The Hallelujah Chorus Lyrics - Handel's Messiah - YouTube 

 

Passion Music - The settings of the Passion of Christ as illustrated and narrated in four gospels 
of the New Testament were frequently set for both Roman Catholic and Lutheran use. These 
were oratorios whose texts were restricted to Biblical quotations concerning Christ’s trial and 
crucifixion, and such other commentary as the composer might select in keeping with this 
subject. A narrator took the part of the evangelist and sang all the narration that was not in 
direct quotation in recitative style. Other soloists took the parts of Biblical characters or sang 
solos which were commentary on the story. The chorus (Turba) represented people, soldiers, 
and priests, and its members also sang choruses based on the commentary. In many passions 
setting for the Lutheran church, German Protestant chorales were used. Otherwise, these works 
were constructed in the same manner as the oratorios of the period.  

Listen to the example of Passion Music of the Baroque Period at this link: 
St Matthew Passion, Final Chorus, J.S. Bach - YouTube 
 



Cantata -  In publications of the early Baroque, title pages w ould use the word cantade and 
variants to instruct that the contents were to be sung. From that beginning the cantata 
developed in several forms and for several purposes. Solo and choral cantatas were written for 
liturgical and non-liturgical religious purposes, as well as secular occasions.  

 
The structure of these cantatas was essentially the same in all instances. Small instrumental 
groups were employed for accompaniment with solo instruments often used in obligato fashion 
with the voice. Soloists and chorus provided the vocal forces. The forms of the aria, ensembles, 
and choruses were the same as those used in opera and oratorio. Cantatas might be regarded 
as miniature oratorios.  

 
While Roman Catholic and Protestant composers both wrote cantatas, those written by 
Lutheran composers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries comprise the greatest wealth of 
church music of this period. These were liturgical cantatas and might be said to represent a kind 
of musical sermon since most cantatas were written for specific holy days in the church 
calendar. 

 
Mass - The Roman Catholic mass continued to be set now in typical Baroque style, taking on a 
dramatic character with the addition of orchestral accompaniment and frequent division of its 
various sections into solo and ensemble as well as choral settings. Even the da capo aria form 
was employed in some instances. 

 
INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS: 

There were no specific instruments designated for much of Baroque instrumental music. 
Instruments were interchangeable. For example, keyboard compositions could be performed on 
the harpsichord, clavichord or even the organ. In ensembles, violins, flutes, and oboes were 
often interchangeable, as were the bassoon, cello, and string brass. In some works, instruments 
such as the natural trumpet or oboe d’ amore, for example were specified but could be 
substituted by other instruments of the same range. 

 
Toccata- The toccata, or prelude, grew out of the improvisatory style and was a continuation of 
the Renaissance toccata was coupled with a section in imitative contrapuntal style. A final 
crystallization of form was revealed in the toccata, which framed a fugue middle section 
between two rhapsodic improvisatory parts. The toccata was frequently treated as a single 
movement independent of the fugal with which it was often paired. In this case it was likely to be 
purely improvisatory nature. 

Listen to example of Toccata: A. Scarlatti - Two pieces for harpsichord - Toccata in G - Toccata in g-minor - YouTube 

 



Prelude - This name is freely used to describe an introductory movement, usually one of 
improvisatory character. It is often applied to the toccata form itself. In the late Baroque, 
preludes coupled with fugues were usually free and in indefinite form. 

 

Ricercare - The ricercar is an imitative contrapuntal form of Harpsichord or organ. The Baroque 
ricercar, in contrast to that of the Renaissance, is a work in which one theme is developed 
imitatively throughout. The distinction between ricercar and fugue is more one of rhythmic drive 
than of formal organization. The ricercar is frequently modal exploiting its thematic material with 
less climactic contrast, making less use of sequential treatment, and using thematic material 
that is slower moving and potentially less significant rhythmically. 

 
Fugue - The fugue is an imitative contrapuntal texture built on a single theme or subject. The 
theme is repeated in two or more individual voices. Fugues which developed from ricercare, 
used subject of more melodic and rhythmic character. Fugues commonly employ the imitative 
devices of stretto, inversion, augmentation, and diminution. They often employ a persistent 
countersubject along with principal subject and develop the subject through various key 
changes, rhythmic treatments, or sequential appearances.  

While the fugue is essentially an instrumental form, especially well adapted to organ and other 
keyboard performance, fugal writing is found in many other instrumental forms and also in large 
choral works of the Baroque period. It presents the highest development of harmonic 
contrapuntal technique of the period. 

Listen to Pachelbel’s Canon in D: Pachelbel Canon in D Major - the original and best version. - YouTube 

 
Fantasia - Fantasia an instrumental composition was originally closely related to ricercar. In the 
Baroque it became loosely structured improvisatory-sounding compositions for various solo 
instruments or small ensembles. Some composers, such as Telemann, wrote solo fantasias 
which were more on the order of Italian sonatas than the early ricercar.  

The term fancy was used in England to designate works of this general nature written for 
ensemble or consort of viols or wind instruments. The name fantasia was also given to 
improvisatory single movement works which were later paired with fugues, as were preludes 
and toccatas. 

(8)	Baroque	Music	-	Fantasia	(William	Lawes)	-	YouTube	
(8)	J.S.	Bach	Chromatic	Fantasia	and	Fugue	in	d	minor,	BWV	903	(Schiff)	-	YouTube	
Listen	to	Chromatic Fantasia and Fugue and observe its bold harmonic structure and extravagant work of virtuosity. It 
is an extraordinary piece - large, sprawling, emotional, and unique in its character compared to the rest of Bach's 
music.	
 

Orchestral Overture - While this term was used variously, two forms growing out of Italian and 
French opera are typical of the multiple section works generally called overtures. The French 
and Italian overtures differ mainly in the order of their three sections. The French overture 



consists of slow sections with dotted rhythms and rich harmonies followed by lively section. It 
concludes with a return to the opening slow section. The Italian overture reverses the order of 
movements to fast, slow, fast. Both types were used as pure orchestral forms as well as 
orchestral openings to opera.  

Listen to  examples of Orchestral overture by G.F. Handel at this link: 
(8) Royal Coronation Overture Baroque Organ - YouTube 
(8) Handel: Rinaldo, 'Overture' - YouTube 
 
Theme Variation - The Baroque, theme and variation writing became more idiomatic, exploiting 
the technical possibilities of specific instruments. Two kinds of variation were employed. One 
was of a contrapuntal character in which the melody remained intact as it wandered from voice 
to voice while the counterpoint changed in each variation. The other was essentially 
homophonic, in which the harmony continued the same throughout while the melody above the 
harmony was embellished or changed in subsequent variations. 

Listen to deepen understanding on Variations on Baroque theme on the link below: 
(8) Variations on a Baroque Theme - YouTube 
 

Passacaglia and Chaconne - These two names designate different forms, but, both are 
variations on the repeated bassline (basso ostinato) of four to eight measures. Sometimes this 
ostinato melody can be found in voices other than bass, or disappear altogether, leaving only a 
repeated harmonic progression. Passacaglias and chaconnes were written for all types of 
instruments and combinations although those for keyboard are the more frequent. 

 
Chorale Prelude - This generic organ music in which a chorale tune is the basis of the 
composition. This chorale tune acts as a theme for a set of variations. Such works are known as 
chorale partitas or chorale variations. In other instances, the chorale tune forms the basis for a 
fantasia, and the work is then known as a chorale fantasia. The most popular, however, was a 
single setting of the chorale tune which might vary from a highly developed fugal treatment to a 
rather simple homophonic presentation. This last form probably originated as a prelude to the 
singing of the chorale by the congregation in the Lutheran church. 

 

COMPOSITE FORMS: 

Suite -   The idea of extending an instrumental piece by joining a number of dance movements 
of different rhythms and tempos is an extension of the Renaissance device of pairing dances. 
The typical early suite was written for harpsichord and combined four dances to form a complete 
work. These dances are the Allemande, Courante, Sarabande, and Guige. The dances are in 
binary form. The four dances named were considered the basic dances of the suite (partia in 
German, also ordre in French). Such option dances, frequently following the sarabande, might 
include the Minuet, bourlee, Gavotte and Lour. This is especially true of the French odre. 

Listen to French Baroque Suite Music by Jean Baptiste-Lully at this link: 
(8) French Baroque Suite Music (Lully, Marais, Campra, Destouches) - YouTube 



 

Orchestral Suite - As in the chamber sonata, there was no set number or order of dances in 
the orchestral suite. The orchestral suite was often called an overture because the first 
movement was frequently in the form of the French overture. 

 
Sonata da Chiesa (Church Sonata) -  These compositions evolved from the sectional canoza 
of the Renaissance into a rather freely designed multimovement from which became one of the 
most important in chamber music of the Baroque period. These compositions generally used 
alternating slow and fast tempos with contrapuntal style in one or more movements. The sonata 
da chiesa was composed for various instrumental combinations: any solo melodic instrument 
with continuo, or for two violins or other melodic instruments and continuo (trio sonata). While 
dance forms were regularly found in the sonata de camera, movements of the sonata da chiesa 
were sometimes in dance forms. The sonata da chiesa often went by the simple name sonata, 
especially in the late Baroque.  

Sonata da Camera (Chamber Sonata) - This is the ensemble form of the suite written as a 
solo sonata or trio sonata, although often used in larger groups. Basic four dances were also to 
be found in the chamber sonata. Additional and substitute dances were often used. A prelude 
frequently preceded the chamber sonata, and movement other than dances, such as the aria, 
were often present. 

Keyboard Sonata -   Several keyboard compositions bear the title sonata but different from two 
sonata types of the Baroque, sonata de chiesa or sonata da camera. A keyboard sonata has 
several movements, while others had only one. The texture is usually homophonic with binary or 
ternary forms and can be varied from dance-like character to song types. Domenico Scarlatti is 
the greatest exponent of the keyboard sonata during the Baroque era.  

Listen to (8) Scarlatti Sonata in D minor K.141 with FREE SHEET MUSIC - YouTube at this link integrated with sheet 
music.  

Concerto and Concerto Grosso - Solo concerto and the concerto grosso were the final 
instrumental forms of the Baroque period. Solo concerto featured a single instrument as soloist, 
while the concerto grosso featured group of soloists, generally three, in contrast to the larger 
mass of orchestral sound. 

The following are the movements of the concertos; (1) Allegro, (2) slow movement in a closely 
related key, and (3) finally, a shorter fast movement in the original key. 

 
Each of the movement is constructed on the concertato principle, alternating soloist or soloists 
(concertino) and full orchestra (tutti or ripieno).  

Listen to Concerto Grosso in D Major by Corelli at this link: 
(8) CORELLI Concerto Grosso in D Major, op.6 no.4 | RED DOT BAROQUE - YouTube 
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Composers:   

     Johanne Sebastian Bach (31 March 1685–28 July 1750) 

• a German composer and enriched the established 
German styles using his skills in counterpoint, organization of 
motif and harmony, and adaptations of various rhythm, forms, 
and textures. 

• A virtuoso organist and improviser. 
• composed more than three hundred cantatas and 

famous Baroque pieces like the Brandenburg Concertos, 
the Goldberg Variations, the Mass in B minor, two Passions. 

• Highlighted technicality, artistic beauty, and depth in 
his music. 

• Born in Saxe-Eisenach from a known family of musicians. His father, Johann Ambrosius 
Bach, was the director of the town musicians while his uncles were musicians as well.  

• His father was believed to have taught him to play the violin and harpsichord while 
Johann Christoph Bach, his brother, exposed him to much contemporary music and 
introduce the clavichord.  

• For two years, he went to St. Michael’s School in Lüneburg in his own initiative. After 
graduating he served as Kapellmeister (director of music), cantor, and royal court 
composer. 

• Bach’s death was on 28 July 1750 and historians believed that it was caused by stroke 
and pneumonia. 

 

 George Friedrich Händel (5 March 1685–14 April 1759)  

• German-born, British Baroque composer who spent 
his career’s peak in London. 
• His operas, oratorios, anthems, and organ concertos 
are well known. 
• His family was indifferent to music and received 
training in Halle, Hamburg, and Italy before he settled in 
London. 
• Influenced by known and great composers of 
the Italian Baroque and the middle-German polyphonic 
choral tradition. 
• Started three commercial operas intended for the 

English nobility to experience Italian opera.  
• He was described as a great composer and dramatic genius by Musicologist Winton Dean. 
• Composed Alexander’s Feast (1736) then made a transition to English choral works 

including the successful Messiah (1742) which led him to never perform Italian opera again.  



Painting	by	Bernardo	Strozzi,	1630	

• He died in 1759 after living in England for nearly fifty years as a respected and rich man. He 
was buried in Westminster Abbey after he was given full state honors during his funeral. 

• Named as one of the greatest composers of the Baroque era, who composed Water 
Music, Music for the Royal Fireworks and the steadfast popular, Messiah.  

• Composed Zadok the Priest (1727) for the coronation of George II of Great Britain, has been 
performed at every subsequent British coronation, traditionally during the sovereign’s 
anointing.  

• Created more than forty operas in over thirty years. 

 

Other Composers: 

Guilio Caccini (1550-1618)  

• Italian composer and singer who related to the Florentine camerata. 

• Performed the new type of monadic composition, musica instile rampresentativo, and 
was looked upon as the idea of his style.  

• The collection of vocal works including arias and madrigals which were published under 
the title Le Nuove musiche is one of his most important compositions that also includes 
clear and detailed description on the new monadic style manner of performance. 

 

Jacopo Peri (1561-1633)  

• Member of the Florentine Camerata who composed the opera Dafne which is one of the 
first operas in the new monadic style.  

• Known for his masterly handling of pedal-point basses, a device which suited his delight 
in somber subject matter.  

  Claudio Monterverdi (1567-1643) 

• One of the greatest early Italian Baroque composers and 
created the earliest operatic masterpiece in modern style.  

• The adaptation of Florentine recitative were evident in 
closed forms of aria and dance song in Orfeo. His other important 
operas include Il Rutorno d’Ulisse in patria, L’lncoronazione di 
Poppea. 

• Equally at home in the Renaissance polyphonic and the 
Baroque monodic idioms. His madrigals are considered one of 



the finest of the Italian school.  

• Monteverdi expanded the orchestra and scored scored for specific instruments in his 
dramatic works. His works include eight books of madrigals, dramatic scenes, religious 
music, and several operas. He also wrote dramatic scenes and religious music.  

 

Heinrich Schütz, (1585-1672) 

• Widely regarded as the greatest German composer before Johann Sebastian Bach. 
Known as the father of German music and composed the first German opera, Daphne. 

• Wrote several dramatic religious vocal works to German texts that introduced the new 
Baroque style into Germany influenced by his exposure in Italian music of the late 16th 
and early 17th centuries. 

• Adapted the varied vocal forms for the Lutheran service and exhibited the great dramatic 
church music in his Symphoniae sacrae (Sacred Symphonies), Cantiones Sacrae 
(Sacred Songs), and Kleine geistliche (Little Sacred Concerti). These later developed 
into the passion music and cantatas. 

• His music was known for its stark and simple dramatic presentation and are evident in 
works such as Die Sieben Wortte… (The Seven Last Words), Historia, der freuden-und 
gnareichen Geburt Gottes und Marien Sohnes, Jesu Christi (The Christmas Oratorio), 
Auferstehungs Historie (The Resurrection of Our Lord), and his passion settings to 
Gospel of Matthew, Luke, and John. 

 

Giacomo Carissimi (1605-1674) 

• Italian composer who applied new monodic style techniques to religious music, 
specifically the oratorio. Composed Jephete, with highest musical and dramatic quality 
and known as his masterpiece. 

• Known to be the founder of the oratorio form. 

 

Johann Pachellbel (1653-1706) 

• Middle German organist and composer 

• Wrote mainly organ works and for other keyboard instruments. His fugues employ 
intrinsic artistic value and were influenced by Bach’s writing. 
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Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725)  

• Mainly known for his over one hundred contributions to the Neapolitan opera style.  

• Added rich literature of chamber and orchestral music as well as religious cantatas and 
masses to Italian music of the Baroque. Scarlatti established the da capo aria in the 
Neapolitan opera, a form which was generally adopted for all dramatic arias. 

  

Antonio Vivaldi, in full Antonio Lucio Vivaldi, (1678 - 1741) 

• Italian violinist and composer who made an impact on the late Baroque instrumental 
music style including the concerto form. 

• Trained for the priesthood and in 1703, was ordained 
and known for his distinct reddish hair and was called Il Prete 
Rosso (“The Red Priest”).  

• First appeared playing alongside his father in the basilica 
as a “supernumerary” violinist in 1696.  

• Excellent violinist and was appointed as violin master, 
director of instrumental music, and external supplier 
of compositions at the Ospedale della Pietà, a home for 
foundlings.  

• Made his debut as a sacred vocal music 
composerhttps://www.britannica.com/art/vocal-music in 1713 and 

achieved great success with this. He also   composed operas, cantatas, and 
instrumental works. 

 
Georg Philipp Telemann (1681–1767) 

• Born in 1681 in Magdeburg, Germany, George Philipp Telemann, like his great 
friend George Frideric Handel, evaded a career in law to become a pre-eminent 
musician and composer.  

• Exhibited excellent aptitude in music, composed his first opera at age 12, and taught 
himself several different instruments.  

• Composed church music while at Leipzig Univesrity and founded the Collegium 
Musicum, then became the director of Leipzig’s opera house, and a church cantor. 

• Was the konzertmeister in Eisenach, Germany, overlapped with that of Johann 
Sebastian Bach which features the interconnectedness of Baroque music.  

• Influenced by various composers such as Rosenmuller, Steffani, Caldara, and J. S. 
Bach, and in turn, influenced his friend Handel, as well as a generation of successors. 



• His compositions include a thousand cantatas, hundreds of suites and even vocal forms 
such as passions, oratorios, and other instrumental compositions 

 

Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683–1764)  

• One of the most prominent 18th century French composers and music theorists. 

• Considered as the leading French composer of his time for the harpsichord, 
alongside Francois Couperin. 

• He became the dominant composer of French opera.  

• In 1720s, his fame arose when he won as major theorist of music with his Treatise on 
Harmony (1722) and in the following years composed masterpieces for the harpsichord 
known throughout Europe.  

• Embarked on the operatic career when he was almost 50 on which his reputation chiefly 
rests today. He wrote Hippolyte et Aricie (1733), which was fiercely attacked by Lully's 
supporters because of its revolutionary use of harmony..  

• His music became out of fashion by the end of the 18th century and was revived not until 
the 20th century.  

 
Suggested Listening Activities with live links: 

1. Listen to examples of Baroque compositions played on a harpsichord using the following  
    link: 

Bach: Harpsichord Concerto No.1 in D Minor BWV 1052 (Jean Rondeau) - YouTube 
Domenico Scarlatti - Harpsichord Baroque Music - YouTube 

2. Listen to examples of the Baroque Arias. Click at these links: 
Aria Da Capo and Ternary Form // The Listener's Guide - YouTube 
Form: Da Capo Aria - YouTube – follow the notated form shown in the composition 
Vivaldi's Most Beautiful Aria Sovente il sole - YouTube 

 
3. Listen to examples of motet during the Baroque Period: 

Charpentier - Te Deum - HD - YouTube (1643 – 1704) 
Baroque Choral Music Best Works - YouTube	

  

 

 

 

 

 



MUSIC OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD (1750-1820) 
 

SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCES ON MUSIC  

- The term Classic is used to designate the 
music of the eighteenth century. The word 
Classic is also used by historians to describe 
all the art that were based on Greek and 
Roman works. There are no such models for 
Classic music to emulate. Eighteenth century 
composers that follow the characteristics of 
impression of clarity, balance, repose, 
lyricism, and restrain of emotional express 

are referred to as Classic. The classic period is one of high points of music history and was 
nourished by a number of important developments in the patronage and	 unction of music 
during this time.  

An important feature of the 18th century affecting all areas of society—theology, philosophy, 
science, morality, politics, and the arts was the movement referred to as the Enlightenment.  

The patronage of a court or aristocracy meant that composers wrote music that was 
sophisticated and elegant but did not feature anything profound or emotional. This also meant 
that most composers were dependent on patrons with very discriminating tastes. During the Age 
of Reason and Enlightenment, only logic and reason were upheld while feelings and emotions 
were frowned upon.  

The concert hall and opera house became established institutions that allowed people from all 
classes to watch.  

Through the printing press, publishing houses became well established and exerted a strong 
influence on both composers and the public. It was through these means that musical works 
were disseminated and made more accessible. These same publishing houses had a tendency 
to favor certain composers over others.  

The church began to lose its power and patronage towards serious music. While there were 
certain reform movements in both Protestantism and Catholicism during the eighteenth century, 
neither provided a way for music to evolve.  

 
FUNCTION OF MUSIC OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD 

Music in the classic era served the aristocratic society. Music was expected to provide delightful 
entertainment for guests in exclusive salons. Unlike Baroque music which often had a 
descriptive character, Classical music was more abstract and tended to avoid representation. 
However, one movement in this period, Sturm and Drang (named after a literary movement), 
belies to a degree this assertion with its emphasis on dynamic power and high emotions.  

- https://tanguay.info/learntracker/page/lectureNotesItems?idCode=stringquartethistory 



A larger but still discriminating audience patronized public concerts of orchestral music and 
opera.  

Music also served an important function in the home, for this was an era of amateur musical 
performances, both vocal and instrumental. Composers wrote chamber music, vocal music for 
solos and ensemble for amateur consumption. For a society fond of gaiety and entertainment, 
music for dancing was in demand. While the Church was no a major patron of serious music, it 
still demanded that composers write sacred music for its services in the spirit of secularism that 
prevailed.  

 
STYLE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSIC  

 
Melody. There was an emphasis on lyricism with smooth melodic contours. Melodies were 
often extended, in contrast to earlier music which was generally short and cryptic. Ornaments 
became a lyric part of the melody, and sequential patterns were formalized. These 
characteristics together with dramatic dynamic changes and expressive chromaticisms are 
important characteristics of Empfindsamer Stil. Chordal structure was often the basis for 
melodic configuration. In fast tempos, ascending chordal patterns were referred to as rocket 
figures.  

 
Rhythm. Polyrhythms were disregarded in earlier music in favor of simple and constant 
rhythmic patterns that were punctuated by rhythmic cadences. An important formal device of 
rhythm in the Classic era was the Alberti bass, which breaks up the triad into its components 
creating broken chord figures in a repeated rhythmic pattern.  

 
Harmony. During the music of the eighteenth century, use of harmony is relatively simple 
through the utilization of primary chords, their inversions, and various 7th chords. It is tonal with 
a harmonic rhythm that moves slowly and its subordinate to the melody. This results in a 
predominately homophonic style. Since the bass no longer served a melodic function, the 
Baroque polarity between soprano and bass disappeared. Consequently, the practice of the 
basso continuo was discontinued.  

The most used cadence was the IV, V, I with the final tonic on a strong beat. This is the normal 
authentic cadence, but with the final tonic on a weak beat.  

 
Texture. Classic music is often homophonic in texture with predominating lyric melody. Even 
when polyphony is applied, there is a great clarity and transparency of line. This clarity of 
texture is emphasized by means of contrasting tonal coloring in Orchestra music.  

 

 

 



INSTRUMENTATION AND TONE COLOR 

The most popular means of musical expression was instrumental 
music, was written for the orchestra, string and wind chamber 
ensembles, and solo instruments.  

The orchestras in the Classic period usually consisted of two 
flutes, two oboes (two clarinets), two bassoons, two horns, two 
trumpets, two timpani, and about twenty-five stringed instruments. 
The orchestra was divided into four sections, strings, woodwinds, 
brass, and percussion. Except for the percussion section, each 
could become a choir in itself. Though the harpsichord was still 
frequently used for the bass line and to supply harmonic texture, 

in general its use for this purpose significantly began to diminish toward the end of the 
eighteenth century.  

While the harpsichord and lute were the instruments of the Renaissance 
and Baroque period, they were replaced by the piano as a chamber 
instrument during the late eighteenth century. Instrumental chamber 
music became very popular. The large number of amateur performers 
and the intimacy of aristocratic society supplied a suitable climate for its 
development.  

Opera was in great demand. Testimony of this can be seen in the large 
number of operas composed by both major and minor composers.  

Composers gave explicit directions with regards to dynamics, tempi, 
phrasing, and all other interpretative matters, leaving little for the performer’s discretion.  

In the Classic period, composers wrote for specific instruments and combinations of instruments 
such as the string quartet or wood wind ensemble. Composers designated the instrumentation 
to be used in contrast to the Baroque practice of permitting the performers to choose suitable 
instruments.  

Among the important composer performers of the Classic period, Mozart stands out as a 
virtuoso pianist with a numerous performance count as both pianist and conductor. While Haydn 
lacked virtuosity in his performances, he was a formidable conductor, scoring great success 
both at the court of Esterhazy and in his later years, in London with his Salomon symphonies. 
Bochherini was also a notable checklist.  

 

VOCAL MUSIC 

Recitative. The recitative is a composition method that had been carried over from the Baroque 
period. Recitative secco involved accompaniment from the continuo forces. Both recitative 
secco and recitative accompagnato had considerable musical interest apart from carrying the 
narrative portions of the drama. The accompaniment itself is highly suggested in the 
atmosphere of the text.  

http://saints9music.weebly.com/cla
ssical-period.html 



 
Aria. The aria of the Classic operas of Gluck and Mozart most often avoided the spectacular 
virtuosity of the Baroque opera. While the principle of the da capo aria still prevailed, it was a 
much more expressive musical realization of the text. As in the recitative. The orchestra created 
the proper mood by means of lyric melody and tone color. 

 
Choruses and Ensembles. In opera, the chorus is an effective part of its drama by providing 
dramatic and musical counterpoint. Compared to the homophonic texture of the arias, 
composers were allowed to explore polyphony for the music of these choruses and ensembles. 
Each member of the ensemble is often declaiming elements of counterplots and intrigue along 
with the main story.  

 
Vocal Polyphonic. In operatic ensemble and in chorus sections of masses and oratorios, 
polyphony was a compositional device of choice to contrast the basic texture of homophony in 
Classic vocal and instrumental music of the time. Examples of polyphonic choruses and 
ensembles can be found in the works of Mozart’s Le Nozze di Figaro and Don Giovanni and 
Haydn’s Die Schopfung (The Creation). Mozart also used polyphonic texture in his infamous 
Requiem Mass, a religious work 

 
Lied. The Classic Lied replaced the ornamented pathos of 17th century arias and songs. The 
Lied was characterized by simple folk-like melodies and was usually strophic (the same melody 
and harmonic substance for each stanza of the poem). Some of the finest strophic songs were 
written in the late 18th century by Mozart and Haydn to the poems of Goethe. 
 

Listen to (455) Mozart - Das Lied der Trennung, K. 519 - YouTubeat this link with integrated sheet music 

	
COMPOSITE	FORMS:	
Opera. The 1 8th century opera style became much 
more fluent and subtle than that of Baroque. Operas 
were based on ancient history and mythology in which a 
villain was caught and a hero was rewarded for his 
bravery and always had a happy ending. This type of 
opera in Italy was known as opera seria. An opera 
seria was divide into four parts called acts. In between 
acts, a comic scene called intermezzi were performed 
to lighten the mood. Gradually these comic scenes 

became so popular and composers began to write complete operas in the style of intermezzi, 
and this became known as opera buffa. Similar type of opera buffa developing in other 
countries: opera comique in France, ballad opera in England, and Singspiel in Germany. Each 
represented a national style and all were characterized by spoken dialogue along with relative 
and aria.  
 

scene-from-the-beg	gors-opero-vi-n02437	



Listen to the example Of a Classical opera at this link: 
(455) The Magic Flute – Queen of the Night aria (Mozart; Diana Damrau, The Royal Opera) - YouTube		
Là ci darem la mano" (Italian for "There we will give each other our hands") is a duet for the characters Don 
Giovanni (baritone) and Zerlina (soprano) in Mozart's 1787 opera Don Giovanni (act 1, scene 9) 
(455) Don Giovanni - La ci darem la mano - Hvorostovsky & Fleming - YouTube 
 

Oratorio. The Oratorio was continued in the tradition of the Baroque, but with emphasis on 
classic characteristics of style. The most well-known Classic oratorios are by Haydn. Die 
Schopfung (The creation) was based on a text from the Book of Genesis and Milton's Paradise 
Lost. Die Jahreszeiten (The Seasons), is a secular work on poetry by the Scottish poet, James 
Thomson, and translated into German. Both of these works have become successful concert 
pieces. 
Listen to Oratorio "The Creation" by FJ Haydn. Observe the number and the length of each movement 
(8) 1 Overture (The Creation - J. Haydn) Score Animation - YouTube 
 

Mass. There was a general decline in the quality of religious music composed during the 
Classical era. Much of what was composed was written for liturgical use but also appropriate for 
the concert hall. The Mass was the favorite of these forms and considered of the setting of the 
Ordinary of the Mass with soloists, chorus, and orchestra and was symphonic in nature. 
 
Listen to musical examples Of Mass in the Classical Period at these links: 
(8) Mozart - Ave verum corpus - Vienna boys choir.flv - YouTube 
(8) Haydn: Te Deum in C - YouTube. 

 

INSTRUMENTAL COMPOSITIONS: 

Sonata Form. The sonata form is a single movement form. It was used as the design for some 
single movement compositions. Its organization consists of three parts: 

§ The exposition or statement 
§ Development section 
§ The restatement or recapitulation section. 

 

Sonata form sometimes began with a slow introduction, a carryover from the French overture. 
This served as a musical device to quiet the audience and gain attention. This introductory 
section was most often used in the first movement of the symphony. Many large movements in 
sonata form added a coda to the recapitulation. This was a section in the tonic key which 
strengthened the finality of the closing cadence. 
 
Listen how the three was presented in Beethoven Moonlight Sonata at this link: 
(8) Beethoven - Moonlight Sonata (FULL) - YouTube 

 
 



Rondo. The rondo is also based on the principle of repetition after digression. It differs from 
sonata form in that it has no development section and that the principal theme is always 
repeated in the tonic. The typical form is as follows: A B A C A B A. In major key Section B is 
usually in the key of the dominant. If Section A is in a minor key, B is in the relative major. C, 
which is in the tonic, is usually a melodic idea of minor significance or merely an episode 
between the repetitions of A. Late 18 th century composers frequently combined aspects of the 
sonata and rondo forms, resulting in an expansion of the middle section (C) through use of 
development techniques. This modification is often to as the "sonata-rondo form." 
	
Listen	to	example	Of	Rondo	form	at	this	link:	
(e)	Für	Elise	-	Ludwig	Van	Beethoven.	Piano	–	YouTube	

	
Variation Form. In the Classic period the variation was still popular, as the second movement 
of the keyboard sonatas and also in some quartets and symphonies. In the Classic period, the 
variation form was primarily homophonic. Variations were both harmonic and melodic, using 
contrasting tempo and rhythmic patterns as well as changes in tone color. 
 
Listen to the example of theme and variation by WA Mozart 
(8) Mozart: 12 Variations "Ah, vous dirai-ie, maman" KV 265 (Clara Haskil) – YouTube 

 
Three-Part Song Form. The three-part song form is an instrumental form based on lyric 
melodies. It was often used as the second movement of a sonata. 

 
Minuet and Trio, and Other Dance Forms. While there were numerous single dance forms 
written specifically for ballroom dancing, the minuet is practically the only one which succeeded 
in achieving a place in the art music of the Classic period. Generally, the dance forms kept their 
two-part form of the Baroque, but with the addition of the trio, the minuet became a three-part 
form in its Classic form. 
 
Listen to Classical Minuetto and Trio at this link: (8) Luigi Boccherini: Minuetto (classical) - YouTube 

Overture. The 18th century overture was usually a sonata structure. It was associated almost 
exclusively with the opera and was used as an expression of mood preparatory to the first 
scene. In the late 18th century composers began to incorporate material from the main body of 
the opera into the overture. 
 
Polyphonic Instrumental Forms. The polyphonic forms of the Baroque were not completely 
discarded during the Classic period. They were most often used as musical devices rather than 
complete forms. The first theme in sonata form was sometimes cast as a fugato. Fugal 
passages were also often used in the development sections of the sonata form. Both Haydn and 
Mozart made extensive use of the fugue in this manner and used polyphonic forms both as 
single works and as complete movements in some of their later works. In contrast to the 
Baroque fugue, their subjects were usually longer and more lyrical. 
 
Listen to the best example of polyphonic instrumental form by WA Mozart at this link: 
(8) Mozart-The Marriage of Figaro - YouTube 



COMPOSITE FORMS: 

Sonata. The most important composite form of the Classic era is the sonata, an abstract 
instrumental form of large dimensions in three or four separate movements. It was developed 
from the seventeenth century dance suite and trio sonata. It was also influenced by the Italian 
operatic overture. A Classic sonata usually consists of (1) a fast movement in sonata form; (2) a 
slow	movement in three-part song form; (3) a minuet and trio; and (4) a very fast movement in 
rondo or sonata form. 

 
Symphony. The symphony is a sonata for orchestra and is normally in four movements, the 
first of which was often preceded by a slow introduction. The use of a larger group of 
instruments called for a much more extended composition. The varied tonal possibilities of the 
orchestra made it possible to have a greater variety of style, more extended climaxes, and a 
more complex development section. 
 
There were two important "schools" of Classic symphony composers: the Mannheim schoolwith 
Stamitz as its most important composer and the Viennese schoolof Haydn, Mozart, and 
Beethoven. 
 
Listen to examples of symphonic music to deepen our understanding of the instrumental and 
musical style during the Classical period. 
 
(8) Franz Joseph Haydn - 'Surprise" (Symphony no. 94) - YouTube 
(8) Beethoven's 5th Symphony - YouTube 
(8) Antonio Salieri. Sinfonia Veneziana in D major - YouTube 

 
Concerto. The concerto is a work for solo instrument (more rarely for two or more solo 
instruments) and orchestra in the pattern of the sonata. The concerto generally omits the minuet 
and trio thus making it a three-movement composition. In the first movement, the orchestra 
presets and abbreviated exposition in the tonic, followed by the solo instruments direct 
statement of the thematic material, a compositional practice known as the double exposition. 
The development follows with the solo instrument pitted against the orchestra. Following the 
recapitulation, there is usually a brilliant cadenza—a free improvisation on the themes by the 
performer, although this was sometimes written out by the composer. The second and third 
movements follow the forms of second and third movements of the sonata with optional 
cadenzas. 
 
Serenades, Divertementi. These works constituted a rather large body of the literature usually 
written for specific occasions. They were related to the earlier suites and sinfonia of the Baroque 
but were now based on the Classic characteristics of form and style. They were written for any 
number of instruments from small chamber groups to the full orchestra and in many instances 
consisted of many separate movements. 
 

 



Chamber Music. All forms of small instrumental groups using the forms of the sonata come 
under this heading. These instrumental works were written for various configurations of string 
and wind instruments for three (trio), four (quartet), five (quintet), and six (sextet). The form 
could also be designed with the piano—piano trio, piano quartet, and piano quintet.  

 

MAJOR COMPOSERS OF THE CLASSICAL PERIOD 

Franz Joseph Haydn as an Austrian composer of the Classical period. It was his instrumental 
works that brought forth the development of chamber music. It was also through Haydn that the 
Classical musical form was established, earning him the epithets “Father of the Symphony” and 

“Father of the String Quartet”.  

Haydn was born into a family of humble beginnings. From an 
early age began to show signs of musical gifts. He grew up 
learning music as he sang in the church choir until his voice 
changed. His brothers were Michael Haydn, also a composer, 
and Johann Evangelist Haydn, a tenor. At the court of the 
wealthy Esterhazy family, Haydn spent most of his career in 
their service as the court musician. He cared for the musicians 
he worked with and earned the nickname, “Papa Haydn”. The 
estate was remote, preventing Haydn from becoming influenced 
by trends in music, which enabled him to write music that was 
uniquely his own. He was a friend of Mozart and a teacher to 

Beethoven. Haydn’s notable works include the Surprise 
Symphony, the Trumpet concerto in Eb, the London Symphonies, Cello Concerto No. 2 in D 
Major, and The Creation. At the time of his death, Haydn was 77 and was one of the most 
celebrated composers in Europe.  

 

 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was the composer of 
the Classical era. If Franz Joseph Haydn shaped and 
formed what the music of the Classical era would sound 
like, it is though Mozart’s works we behold the pinnacle of 
Classical music.  

Mozart began to show signs of prodigious talent at a very 
early age. With his father, Leopold and his sister, Nanerl, 
travelled from one European royal court to the next until he 
turned 17 where he served as a court musician in 
Salzburg. Mozart grew restless and found himself in want 
of a better position. It wasn’t until 1781 that he was 
dismissed from his service at Salzburg and decided to stay 

in Vienna, where he would compose many of his best-
known symphonies, concertos, and operas despite little financial security. Throughout his life, 

Painting by Thomas Hardy, 1791	

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wolfgang-amadeus-mozart_1.jpg 



Mozart composed over 600 works, many of which are considered masterpieces of their format.  
His last work, the Requiem Mass was largely unfinished at the time of his death, the 
circumstances of which have been mythologized. Mozart was buried in an unmarked grave. He 
was survived by his wife Constanze and two sons.  

 

Musical Works and Style 

The works of Haydn and Mozart define the musical style of the Classical era. After the highly 
evolved intricacy of Baroque music, European music was dominated by the style galant. It was 
though Mozart that contrapuntal complexities emerged into a new form, catering to the new 
aesthetic and social milieu. His versatility was embellished and evolved in every Classical form, 
these include the symphony, opera, solo concerto, string and woodwind chamber music, and 
piano sonata. His works popularized the Classical piano concerto, breathing new life into the 
halls and parlors of his time. Mozart wrote large scale masses for the Church, ensnared society 
with his dances, serenades, divertimenti, and other forms of light entertainment.  

Clarity, balance, transparency, virtuosity were the cornerstones of Mozart’s genius. His works 
such as Symphony No 40 in G minor, K.550; Piano Concerto No. 24 in C minor, K.491; and his 
opera Don Giovanni are a testament to these characteristics that exude the Classical style. The 
exploitation of chromaticism in harmony can be heard in his later works.  

As Mozart’s music began to take shape, fugal finales and other features of Baroque music begin 
to resurface into another form. In Symphony No. 25 in G minor, K.183 Mozart reveals his 
influences from Haydn’s Sturm und Drang (Storm and Stress), which foreshadows the Romantic 
era.  

In describing Mozart’s works, he played by the rules of musical theory. He took things he 
learned and had a remarkable ability of emerging with something that is reborn. He took his 
influences from opera and applied it to his non-dramatic compositions and from these, he took 
his knowledge of orchestration and plied it into evoking thoughts, ideas, and emotion.  

Ludwig van Beethoven is known as the transitional figure 
of Classical to Romantic. Beethoven was Mozart’s junior by 
fifteen years. Despite the short number of years apart, it is 
Beethoven’s music that takes us into the realm of what we 
call the Romantic period.  

Ludwig van Beethoven was a German composer and 
pianist. He is arguably one of the most influential composers 
next to Mozart and J.S. Bach. During his lifetime, Beethoven 
wrote 9 symphonies among them the Third (Eroica), Sixth 
(Pastorale), and ninth (Choral) are still performed until 
today. He also wrote 5 piano concertos, 32 piano sonatas, 
and 16 string quartets. Apart from chamber music, he wrote  

 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ludwig_van_Beethoven 



music for the church (Missa Solemnis).   Born in Bonn, Germany, Beethoven was eager to learn 
about music. Like Mozart, he too began to show a talent for music at an early age. He was born 
into a musical family three generations deep. Beethoven made his living through commissions 
until he moved to Vienna in his early 20’s to study music. It was in Vienna that he became 
popular with the rich and powerful, composing music according to his whims until he began to 
lose his hearing. By the age of 47, Beethoven was completely deaf. Retiring from performing, 
Beethoven continued to compose music well until his death. Unlike Mozart, who was buried in 
an unmarked grave, Beethoven was surrounded by friends on his death bed and was mourned 
by thousands of people, who attended his funeral at the Church of the Holy Trinity.  

 

Musical Works and Style 

Beethoven’s works are divided into three parts: early, middle, and late periods. Beethoven’s 
music underwent change and evolved into the formidable works known today. In learning about 
how his music evolved shows us a great deal about how Romantic music began. During the 
early period of Beethoven’s compositional career, his works mirror those of his predecessors 
carefully pushing the boundaries of his scope and ambition. It was during this period that he’d 
written the first and second symphonies, the first two piano concertos, and the first couple of 
piano sonatas including the infamous Pathetique sonata.  

Beethoven underwent personal crisis during the middle period of his career as a composer. 
Struggling with his impending deafness, he wrote his large-scale works including the 3rd 
Symphony (Eroica) originally Beethoven intended to dedicate his work to Napoleon Bonaparte 
for exemplifying everything a leader should be--the work itself expressed struggle and heroism-- 
until news of Napoleon declaring himself emperor reached the composer. A livid Beethoven 
angrily struck out the dedication, renaming it to Symphony Eroica or the Heroic Symphony. His 
other works include the last thre piano concertos, the violin concerto, and several piano sonatas 
which include Appassionata, Waldstein, and the Moonlight sonata.  

In 1815, Beethoven’s third and final phrase began. His music was intense and highly 
expressive, cerebral, and innovative. If Classical music shunned away from intense and highly 
expressive emotional feeling, Beethoven colored his music to those very traits. From the Ninth 
Symphony to the string quartets until his Missa Solemnis, Beethoven ushered in a new genre 
for music.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Painting	by	Josef	Danhauser,	1840	

MUSIC OF THE ROMANTIC PERIOD (1800 – 1910) 
 

                                                           
 

Writers, painters and philosophers in the end of the 
eighteenth century start to explore new ways of 
expressing human emotion. These new romantic ideals 
were soon adopted by composers who began to make 
their music describe feelings and moods, pictures and 
stories, mystery and adventure. They freed themselves 
from the formal structures of the classical period and 
allowed the content or ideas	 of the composition to 
determine the structure. They used more colorful, and 
often larger combinations of instruments. The range of 
the orchestra was extended by adding lower-pitched 
instruments such as bass clarinet and tuba and higher-

pitched instruments as piccolo. 

Public concerts and musical evenings, soirees in the home became a regular feature of social 
life for the middle classes. The patronage of the very wealthy which had sustained composers 
and musicians in earlier times became less significant. The demand for large- and small-scale 
music came from a much public audience. Music-making in the home consisted of songs, 
piano pieces and chamber music (music for small group). Composers wrote pieces for a wide 
variety of instrumental combinations often according to the requirements of particular players. 
 
The piano became a very important solo instrument in the 19th century, and an enormous 
quantity of music was composed it in the romantic style. Several technical developments to its 
construction were made, which gave the piano a wider range of notes volume and tone. 
 
With industrialization and an increase in affluence, many moderately wealthy families bought 
pianos and enjoyed music-making in the home. While the virtuoso composer/ performer was 
the star of the concert hall and salon, a huge repertoire of music was also becoming available 
to the amateur player. 
 
Exhilarating new dances appeared in the 19th century ballrooms of Europe. Both the waltz and 
polka were partner dances which developed from regional folk dances and became so popular 
that they were used by composers for concert music as well as in the ballroom. 

 
 
 
 



Painting	by	Eugene	Delacroix,	1830	

SOCIOCULTURAL INFLUENCES ON MUSIC 
 
The early 19th century saw the rise of a style of 
music, literature, and art that we refer to as 
Romantic. The nineteenth century was a time of 
histrionic thought and movement. The conflicting 
effect was a reversal in the reasoning of people, 
specifically creative artists.  Romanticism itself was 
complex and tended to isolate creative personalities 
because their practices and beliefs. 
The ideals of liberty and individualism of the artists 
was infused by French Revolution. Just as the 

Revolution opposed the 18th century, music rises up against the practices of Mozart and 
Haydn. To be different Romantic period view to witness a great variety of musical experiments 
to achieve individualism. To implement the ideals of liberty, composers express their own 
personal convictions to interpret events and ideals as they understood them. The expression of 
emotion and the imagination became the primary goal of most Romantic music. 
 
The Industrial Revolution convey rise to a wealthy, capitalistic middle class and triggered a 
major change in the economic and social life of the common man. There was a general 
leveling of society. There is a potential patron for the composer who had all but lost aristocratic 
patronage because of the increasing reduction in the power and effects of the court. Literature 
and the visual arts were quick to use the discriminations of the Industrial Revolution, the 
mistreatment of the workers, the reduced level of living, and the social abuses of the lower 
classes as subjects for their works. Music when presented in its supreme form, silently refuted 
the existence of these grave problems. Composers conveyed the emotional extremes of the 
human spirit often in ways that seem to be an escape from reality. 
 
Business of music progressed and became a significant influence on the direction composers 
took in their writing. In order to cultivate the patronage of the people, the composer together 
with his publisher and concert manager had to sell music to the public. Publication was on 
different basis than it had been. Determined to capture audiences, a vibrant and colorful 
personality came to be a crucial asset, as can be noted in such individuals as Liszt, Berlioz, 
and Wagner. The concert manager, or impresario was also an important figure on the music 
industry. His opinion as to what the public would accept and be enthusiastic about was a 
strong motivation for many composers and performers. A music critic is another important 
figure in the industry. He was sort of liaison between the public and the composer. The music 
critic set standards of musical taste and served to interpret the composer to the public. But 
then, music critic was usually in conflict with most of the critics, but the critic was still often 
responsible for the acceptance or rejection of a composer’s works. 
 
While the revolutionary spirit had its origin in France, it was in Germany and Austria that 
Romanticism had its strongest manifestation. The French almost abandoned the Romantic 
ideal because of their affinity for the classic. Germany and Austria were younger and had never 



known the kind of oppression generated by a strong central absolutism. There seemed to be a 
conscious emphasis on folklore and historical epics in their desire to achieve a cultural heritage 
equal to the older and longer established countries. The seeds of musical romanticism were to 
fall upon very fertile ground particularly in Vienna. 

 
FUNCTION OF MUSIC OF THE ROMANTIC PERIOD: 

 
Music still served a sophisticated and aristocratic society in Romantic and Classical period. 
The Aristocratic patronage was greatly reduced from what it had been in the 18th century and 
there were practically no chances for the type of philanthropy enjoyed by Haydn. The 
togetherness of the limited reception was still a perfect setting for chamber music and solo 
forms. Performance was restricted for unskilled performers for Romantic music was too 
technically demanding. 
 
Romantic composers continuously strive to gain recognition of a huge but unorganized and 
unworldly concert-going public (that love music); and determined to secure acceptance, they 
were very considerate to the likes and dislikes of these middle-class listeners. The function of 
composers was to create music that evoked and explored human feelings. 
 
Performers and composers wanted to be acceptable and to amaze audiences. It was Liszt and 
Paganini, a romantic period composer and performer, who wrote a huge number of virtuoso 
pieces to inspire the public with technical display. Virtuoso performers and their agents, the 
impresarios were central to 19th century concert life. 
 
Romantic composers expressed personal feelings and convictions and a lot of music was 
written without benefit or patronage. They expressed themselves in personal documents of art. 
These were often experimental and inflexible as far as public taste was concerned. The last 
piano sonatas and string quartets of Beethoven, and many songs of Schumann are examples 
of this kind of expression. 
 
Composers were given a large market for dance music through social dancing. The great 
popularity of the waltz led to a fame and fortune from composers like Johann Strauss and his 
son, aroused the envy of mankind who may have been artistic successes but never gained 
public favor. 
 
In the Romantic period the Church was no longer an advocate of music. Few compositions 
were still written confined with personal devout feelings and beliefs expressed in music but 
mostly for the concert hall. 
 
Music teaching became a reputable profession. Sufficient conservatories and music schools 
were instituted for the education of the performing and creative musician. Research and 
studies in music history and theory was presented into the programs of many universities by 
the end of the nineteenth century. A great number of well-known composers and performers 
such as Liszt, Mendelssohn, Rimsky-Korsakov, and Schuman achieved wide recognition as 



teachers. Then came across these pressing needs for pedagogical material, composers wrote 
études and other short pieces for teaching purposes. Many of these works, like Études of 
Chopin, are of a very high level of artistry and form an important segment of the repertory for 
the piano. 
 
 
STYLE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF MUSIC: 
 
Romanticism is so unique and filled with contrasting concepts of music. There are conflicts in 
style and works among composers. There were Romantic idealists or absolutists who stand 
firm that music lives for its own sake without extramusical alliance. 
 
In the Romantic period there was a dualism between virtuosity and intimacy. Some composers 
of this period outshined in impressive virtuosity, which was showed by superb technical 
performances and frequently by the resources of a vast number of performers. While there 
were those who highlighted the familiarity of miniature forms and delicate textures 
demonstrating their individual feelings in solo songs, chamber music and lyric piano works. 
 
Nationalism and internationalism had also a contrast. It was the aim of the composers to 
magnify national characteristics and arouse patriotic feeling through the use of folklore, folk 
songs, and dances. They often used realistic devices to evoke expressiveness associated with 
national or ethnic subjects. Nationalism got to be solid in such nations as Russia, Bohemia and 
Poland. In Russia, a group called the Russian five, or Powerful five, whose members were 
Cesar Cui, Mily Balakireve, Modest Mussorgsky, Alexander Borodin, and Nikolai Rimsky-
Korsakov, made an uncommon exertion to confine from the dominance of the Italian and 
German convention. Some Romantic composers avoided nationalistic devices in search for 
universal musical language. These composers were the so-called absolutists who believed that 
music should express itself and not be contaminated by extramusical ideas. 
 
Impressionism was a revolt against Romanticism by writers, painters, and composers. It 
emerged at the close of the nineteenth century and was the connecting link between 
Romanticism and the experimentalism of the early twentieth century. The movement was 
strongly influenced by the painters Monet and Manet and by the symbolic imagery of the poets 
Verlaine and Mallarme, among others. Debussy among the first in the move, composers 
denied the objectivity of programmatic composers and the sentiment of the Romantic idealists. 
Impressionistic music was a music of coloristic impacts of unclear harmonies and freely sew 
forms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Formal Organization: 
 
Musical form in homophonic style, was based on contrasting melodies, making the sonata the 
most significant type of formal organization. There were often contrasting theme classifications 
and sometime only motives pitted against each other rather than two contrasting melodies. 
There were sectional forms, such as the ballade, nocturne, or fantasy in addition to the classic 
forms that were still in use. These forms were common in piano pieces. However, the free 
forms were still based on contrasting themes, but normally without development sections. 
Forms were not always symmetrical or balanced. Within a musical composition phrases and 
periods were often of uneven lengths. Development sections in sonata forms were frequently 
extended where composers could use imagination and ingenuity to best advantage. 
Folk melodies, or at least folk-style melodies, were frequently included in Romantic music. This 
was especially true in nationalistic music but was also a common practice in the music of the 
Romantic idealists. Folklore was especially popular in Romantic opera where it was aimed at 
arousing enthusiasm among the public. 

 
Melody - This was distinguished by reinforcing of personal feelings. Frequent changes in 
dynamics served to construct the tension necessary for its expression. Habitual chromaticism 
also helped to create harmonic tension. 
 
Rhythm - In the early Romantic period, the element of rhythm remained much as it had in the 
Classic. From about the middle of the century with alterations in the number of beats in a 
measure, cross rhythms, and syncopations. 
Rhythm was often complicated and rhapsodic. It sometimes averted strong stresses to 
increase the sense of tension, especially in slower movements. Tempo in Romantic music was 
irregular. There were frequent changes in tempo and many occasions for rubato, accelerando, 
and so forth. 
 
Harmony - Romantic harmony was still tonal. Devices such as chromaticism, non-harmonic 
tones, altered chords and extensive use of 9th and 13th served to build harmonic tension and 
weaken the sense of tonal center. 
 
Texture - The texture of Romantic music varied vertical with horizontal elements. Polyphonic 
texture often occurred as a device than a style. One important stylistic feature of the Romantic 
era was the accompanied lyric line evident in the German Lied. Texture matched to Classic 
can also be described as heavy. In orchestral works the larger compliment of instruments 
produced a richer texture. The texture was made indeed more resonant by more subdivisions 
of instruments. 
 
Instrumentation and Tone Color: 
Piano became the most popular instrument of Romantic Period because it could run to all 
ranges of sounds and play by only one person. In order to give a wider range and tonal power, 
piano in this period was enlarged. This turn out to be the most-liked household instrument with 
each family who can afford it. 



Tone color became a fundamental part of the melodic and harmonic texture. Melodies were 
created in terms of timbre with their musical expressiveness identified with specific 
instruments. Harmonic texture was also influenced by innovations in orchestration that created 
new and unusual combinations of instruments. 
 
Orchestra was developed and became the favorite large ensemble of the century. This also 
highlighted great size and varied color capable of creating Romantic expression. Singing with 
piano accompaniment or also known as “piano lied” was also the most-liked medium of this 
expression. 
 
Voice was also a personalized instrument that was infused with the literary elements of 
Romanticism to give added intensity to the poetic text. Opera combined with drama, poetry and 
visual experiences of action along with music was an important musical medium in the 
Romantic era hence making a powerful impression on the emotion of the audience. A light form 
of musical dramatic production – which is called “Operetta” - made its appearance in the 19th 
century as a development of comic opera of the 18th century. 
 
 
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC AND CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Sonata Form - The Romantic sonata form was still based on the organizational principles of 
the Classic sonata. There was a notable expansion of both the melodic and harmonic 
substance. Composers often used groups of themes in the exposition. In such cases different 
theme group were frequently presented in different, often remote keys, extending the harmonic 
range. To develop this melodic and harmonic material, the development was often much longer 
than in the Classic era. In order to reconcile the key changes and to reestablish the tonic, a 
long coda was sometimes added. 
Listen to Romantic Sonata Form on cello at this link: 
(8) Claude Debussy – Cello Sonata – You Tube 
(8) Frederic Chopin – Cello Sonata in G minor – You Tube 

 
Two-Part and Three-Part Song Forms - Varied descriptive titles were attached to short forms 
which suggested moods or revealed the personal feelings of the composer. These were often 
referred to as character pieces. They were usually in two-part or three-part forms. These forms 
are nocturnes, preludes, caprices, serenades, bagatelles, and impromptus. Ballads were 
usually longer works which suggested the possible moods of stories without defining a 
particular sequence of events. Titles, suggestive of personalities, scenes, or ideas were often 
applied to these shorter pieces. There was no formal distinctiveness, nothing except mood and 
atmosphere, to differentiate one from another. 

 
Variations - Sometimes, variation form was used as a movement in sonata or symphony, this 
also held a high place as an independent form in orchestral and piano pieces. Variations 
generated on pre-existing themes or on specifically composed melodies. Sometimes variations 
were made to illustrate moods or ideas suggested by the theme. 



 
Dance Movements - During 19th century, they saw the rise of dance movements which are 
stylized for both orchestra and solo instruments, especially the piano. Polonaise, Mazurka, and 
Jota are the dances that were established by many composers. In addition to that, general 
national types-Hungarian, Spanish, and Slavonic-formed the basis of many works. These were 
generally prolonged, idealized concert versions of the dances, not social dances. At times, 
dance movements which symbolized ideas or events such as Danse Macabre by Saint-Saeñs 
and Lizst’s Mephisto Waltz gave Romantic composers the break to use realistic devices to 
intensify the mood or atmosphere. 

 
Rhapsody - This term was often used in Romantic period in order to designate a free fantasy 
on themes of a national or epic character. It was a single movement form with the usual 
contrasts and Romantic tensions. It appeared in orchestral and piano literature, and sometimes 
for a solo instrument combined with orchestra. 
Listen to example of Hungarian Rhapsody No.2: (8) Liszt – Hungarian Rhapsody No.2 – You 
Tube 

 
Etudes - A particular form for solo instruments was the etude. Originally it was a study piece 
designed for the perfection of technique but was expanded as a concert work with the 
emphasis on a display of virtuosity. Even when it became a concert piece it never lost its 
functions as a study piece; each etude usually emphasized some particular technical problem. 
They are binary or three-part form, with the usual tension of contrast and repetition. 
Listen to art of accompaniment of Etude by Chopin at this link: (8) Chopin:  Etudes Op. 10 and 
Op.25 (Fialkowska) – You Tube with sheet music 

 
Concert Overture - The concert overture is a symphonic work in the manner of an overture 
that is not associated with a literary theme, a place, or an event. Many works of this nature 
adhere closely to the principle of the sonata form. 
Listen to an example of Romantic Style Overture at this link: (8) Tchaikovsky – 1812 Overture 
(Full of Cannons) – You Tube 

 
Symphonic Poem - One of the typical forms of orchestral program music is this characteristic 
of instrumental music during Romantic Period. It was from the productive imagination of Franz 
Liszt which is also known as a “tone-poem”, especially when it was based in a poetic idea. The 
form consists one persistent movement and is based on the principle of variation on a theme, 
or contrasting themes, which are inspired by a literary idea. It is a transformation of themes in 
which they hold its character through different stages and forms. 
Listen to (8) Franz Liszt – Orpheus, Symphonic Poem No. 4 – You Tube 

 
 
 
 
 
 



Source:		De	Agostini/A.	Dagli	Orti/Getty	Images;	
https://www.liveabout.com/music-of-the-romantic-period-2456380	

COMPOSITE FORMS: 
 
Sonata and Symphony - Some composers, 
such as Beethoven and Schubert, adhered 
rather closely to the Classic, but others, 
including Berlioz, Mahler, Bruckner, and 
Tchaikovsky, made significant departures from 
it. 
 
Concerto - During 18th century, romantic 
concerto became more symphonic. 
Furthermore, in orchestra, the musical 
development of the Romantic concerto was 
dependent rather than on solo instruments. In 

Classic concerto, the double exposition was usually abandoned. Also, in solo concerto, the 
Romantic predilection for cyclic form was also obvious. 

 
Chamber Music - The forms of music for chamber ensembles generally followed the forms of 
the Romantic symphony and sonata. The instrumentation, however, remained much the same 
as in the Classic period. There was an increased emphasis on virtuosity which demanded a 
higher degree of professional skill for performance than in the chamber music of Haydn and 
Mozart. 

Ballet Music - While the ballet had been a part of opera in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries, it was not until the Romantic era that it achieved consideration by composers as a 
unified dramatic form independent of opera. Dramatic expression was achieved by the music 
and its corresponding dance, which was performed by soloists and ensemble, serving the 
same purpose as the vocal solo and chorus in opera. 

Listen to the example of Ballet Music of the Romantic Period at this link: 
(8) Swan Lake Waltz - Tchaikovsky - You Tube 
 

Symphonic Suite - During the mid-19th century, the suite was revived. It presented a free 
succession of contrasting movements, usually national dances, or ballet movements instead of 
the traditional scheme of dances as written during the Baroque era. Sometimes, it was a series 
of extracts from ballet movement. And from time to time a series of extracts from a ballet, or 
incidental music to a play. It usually suggested a series of scenes from a story, as in a suite of 
symphonic poems. This is used for orchestra, but it also appeared in piano literature. 

Suite was typically for orchestra, but also appeared in piano literature. 

 
 
 
 



VOCAL MUSIC AND CHARACTERISTICS: 
 
Art Song - During Romantic period, solo song plays an important role. Poems was place for 
voice and piano in highly personal and subjective musical manner. There are two basic types 
of formal organization in these works such as strophic and through-composed. The Romantic 
idiom had more possibilities because it allowed every poetic nuance to have its own musical 
expression. In this kind of song, piano maintained the mood of each poem that was used and 
created an equal partner with the singer. These cycles were the usual settings of one poet, and 
it were also related by a central idea, or theme. Schubert, Schumann, Brahms and Hugo Wolf 
were the most important composers of German Lied. 
 
Choral Music - During this period, there was very little music written for liturgical purposes. 
Composers wrote for voices and instruments, with emphasis on the symphonic ideal rather 
than on vocal possibilities. These were heard frequently in the concert hall and when used in a 
church they served a non-liturgical purpose. 
Boundless compositions of secular choral music were written in the nineteenth century, but 
limited works have survived and most of these are for voices and orchestra. Certain composers 
like Beethoven, Liszt, and Mahler used the chorus as a part of symphonic form. The part songs 
of Schubert, Schuman, Mendelssohn, and Brahms may have been conceived for one voice on 
each part though today they are often treated and performed as choral works. 
 
 
 
COMPOSITE FORMS: 
 
Opera - Opera provided the best opportunities for all aspects of Romantic music to be 
combined into a single form. All Romantic operas can be described as extravagant spectacles 
with a tendency toward heroic and epic subjects, supernaturalism, mystery, and passion. 18th 
century opera was dominated by the Italian style with its multiplicity of closed forms, but in the 
19th century, Italy, France, and Germany continued to develop their own styles with special 
qualities that were indigenous to each. 

Italian opera - Verdi being the influential figure of the early Romantic period, Italian opera 
retained the Neapolitan style with a series of recitatives, arias, duets, and choruses with little 
dramatic continuity. It showed superior of dramatic unity, well developed characters, and more 
credible plots. Recitative and aria were still the primary closed forms with melody in the popular 
bel-canto style and an emphasis on virtuosity. There was additionally bigger balance between 
the voices and instruments, however, the orchestra served accompaniment. 

 



Artist	unkown,	interior	of	La	Fernice	opera	house,	Venice,	1837	

Added evolution in Italian 
Romantic opera was the style 
called verismo, or realism. 
Realism wasn’t restricted to 
music. It had been additionally 
shown within the alternative of 
libretti (text of the opera) that 
bestowed subjects from 
existence and delineated 
individuals in familiar situations. 
 
French opera. Opera in 19th 
century France showed some 

characteristics that were different from the Italian. During the early part of the century there 
was a peculiarity between Grand Opera and Opéra Comique, but as Romanticism developed 
the two styles merged into one. Opéra Comique was largely famous from Grand Opera by use 
of some spoken dialogue instead of a continuous musical texture. In the French lyric opera, the 
theatrical aspect, and the simpler forms of Opéra Comique were blended with the virtuosity and 
drama of the Grand Opera. Ballet became significant feature in all French opera and even 
more during the Romantic Era. Unity of dramatic action with the music developed accordingly 
which was seldom found in the Italian style. More emphasis on the lyric quality of melody rather 
than virtuosity. Furthermore, French Romantic opera seldom displayed the intensity and 
passion of either the Italian or the German but was more conservative in its music and in its 
dramatic content. 
 
German Opera - There are two significant styles of Opera in Germany, the German Romantic 
opera and music drama which are conceived and developed by Richard Wagner. The libretti 
were often based on German legends and folklore with the mystery of nature and supernatural 
forces to intensify dramatic expression in German Romantic opera, while unlike the music 
drama, recitatives and arias were distinct forms, and were sometimes based on folk song or 
melodies in folk style. In German Romantic opera, the two other traits of the music drama were 
exhibited in some degree. There was additionally an epitome of music drama’s Leitmotif within 
which instruments and melodies are used to describe and characterize people. 
 
Nationalistic Ideas - In Italian, French, and German operas, there were operatic 
developments with regards to nationalism, but were more intense in Russia and Bohemia.  
These were based on folklore or upon the events of national significance with nationally 
important personages. Mussorgsky, a Russian composer, created a works that are extremely 
original with great dramatic power without the use of closed forms of Italian and without 
imitating Wagner’s works. 
 
 



Oratorio - In Romantic oratorio, the choral tradition of Handel in the works of Mendelssohn, 
who added the melodic, harmonic, and sonorous qualities of Romantic Style were followed. 
There were few composers who wrote for the Protestant church while some of them set quasi-
religious stories of mysticism and Catholic symbolism to music in the aspects of oratorio. 
These kinds of forms are not simply classified because they are neither operas, oratorios, nor 
cantatas. The orchestra largely plays a more important role with the chorus and soloists 
bringing texts to what were conceived lately as symphonic works. Mendelssohn, Liszt, and 
Berlioz wrote compositions in this fashion for performance in the concert hall. 
Listen to Beethoven’s Oratorio at this link: (8) Beethoven – Christ on the Mount of Olives, 
Op.85 [Deutsches Symphonie – Orchester Berlin] – YouTube. 
 
 
Famous Composers of the Romantic Period 
 

 Franz Peter Schubert (31 January 1797 – 19 November 1828) 
Schubert was one the most famous Austrian composer of the late 
Classical and early Romantic eras. Despite his short lifetime, 
Schubert left a vast oeuvre, which consists of over 600 secular 
vocal works (specifically, Lieder), 7 symphonies, sacred music, 
operas, incidental music and a large body of piano chamber and 
music. While he was alive, the appreciation in his music was 
limited to a comparatively little circles in Vienna, but the interest in 
his work gets bigger significantly in the decades following his 
death. Some composers like, Felix Mendelssohn, Robert 
Schumann, Franz Liszt, Johannes Brahms and other 19th-century 
composers discovered and advocate his works. Today, he is 
ranked as the greatest composers of the early Romantic era and 

also one of the mostly performed composers of the early 19th 
century. 

His works includes “Erlkonig” Opus 1, (D.328), the Piano Quintet in A Major, D.667 9Trout 
Quintet), the Symphony No.8 in B minor, D. 759 (Unfinished Symphony), The Great Symphony 
No.9 in C Major, D. 944, the String Quintet (D. 956), the three last piano sonatas (D. 958-960), 
the opera Fierrabras (D.796), the incidental music to the play Rosamunde (D. 797), the song 
cycles Die “Schone Mullerin” (D. 795) and Winterreise (D. 911). 
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Frederic Chopin (1 March 1810 – 17 October 1849) 
 
He was born in Warsaw, Poland, but left his native land 
at the age of twenty and spent the rest of his short but 
creative life in Paris. He composed almost exclusively 
for the piano and was most successful in the shorter 
forms of occasional pieces such as the etude, nocturne, 
impromptu, mazurka, and polonaise. Mostly utilized the 
melodic and harmonic possibilities of the piano to a 
prodigious degree than any other composer. He 
concentrated on melody, which he decorated with 
delicate and graceful, often virtuosic passages. He also 
made daring harmonic innovations with enharmonic 
modulations and new dissonances, which often 
prolonged harmonic tension far beyond that of his 
contemporaries. Moreover, Chopin enhanced the 
harmonic texture of piano music by skillful use of the 
pedal to increase the number of tones in a chord. He 
was also responsible for the development of the left-

hand figuration based upon the tenths rather than the fifth and octave of the Alberti bass. 
Chopin’s music is often associated with Polish nationalism. Frequent settings of the polonaise 
and mazurka illustrate this facet of his creative output. He generally eschewed the larger forms. 
Consequently, it is the twenty0-four preludes, the impromptus, waltzes, and ballades and 
etudes that most often hold the interest if present-day pianists and their audiences. 
 
 
 

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (7 May 1840 – 6 November 1893) 
 
He embarked on a course of law study and entered government 
services but gave it up at the age of twenty- three and turned to 
music. After only two years of intensive study, he was appointed 
professor of composition at the Moscow Conservatory. While 
Tchaikovsky is associated with the Russian spirit in music, and 
emotionally was a nationalist, he was not a member of the 
“Five”. He also wrote in the style of Schumann and Berlioz. His 
melodies are lyric with a tinge of the Slavic modal harmonies 
that identify them with Russian folk song. His music is often 
sentimental, but it has a directness and a range of emotional 
expression that has wide appeal to all audiences. He is best 
known for his fourth, fifth, and sixth Symphonies; the concert 

overture, Romeo and Juliet; the ballets, Swan Lake and the Nutcracker; and the Piano 
Concerto no. 1 in b flat minor. Eugene Onegin, one of the two operas, is still in the operatic 
repertory. 

Source:	De	Agostini	/	G.	Dagli	Orti	/	Getty	Images;	
https://www.liveabout.com/frederic-chopin-biography-
723880 
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Edvard Grieg (15 June 1843 – 4 September 1907) 
 
He was a Norwegian nationalist who wrote in the traditional style 
of German Romantics. He was trained under the influence of 
Mendelssohn and Schuman; however, he was successful in 
adapting the German style to the modal melodies and harmonies 
of Norwegian folk song and dances. The result was music of 
lyricism with freshness and harm. Grieg composed the incidental 
music for Henrik Ibsen’s drama Peer Gynt, a play about a Norse 
folk hero, and the famous Piano Concerto in a minor, Op. 16. The 
special charm of his music, however, is found in the shorter 
works- songs, dances, and the many Lyric Pieces for the piano. 
 

 
Modest Mussorgsky (21 March 1839 – 28 March 1881) 
 
He was an ardent Russian nationalist and probably the most 
talented and important member of the Russian “Five.” He was 
untutored in the basic theory of music but possessed a great 
genius for creative expression. Mussorgsky never held a 
musical post but spent most of his life as a government clerk. 
His early death was probably hastened by malnutrition and 
excessive use of alcohol. His greatest works are in the medium 
of song and opera, although his orchestral suite Pictures at an 
Exhibition, originally for piano, and A Night on Bald Mountain, 
both programmatic works, have retained their popularity. His 
most famous opera is Boris Godunoz in which he created a 
nationalistic music drama. Divorced from the Italian operation 
tradition, yet not imitative of Wagner, Boris Godunov is truly an 

original work that had great influence on many no Russian composers. Because Mussorgsky 
was unskilled as an orchestrator, his operas and orchestral music were revised and 
orchestrated by Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov, and it was in this form that they were first introduced 
to the European Audiences. 
 

 
Antonin Dvorak (8 September 1841 – 1 May 1904) 
 
A Czech nationalist, first gained recognition through his Slavonic 
orchestral dances. He later turned to symphonies and chamber 
music. His style is closer to that of Brahms, although there are 
suggestions of Wagnerian harmonies in his music. His best-known 
work is the New World Symphony (Symphony no 9 on E minor), 
written during a visit in the United States wherein he became the 
Director of the National Conservatory of Music of America in New 



Source:		https://www.cmuse.org/nikolai-rimsky-
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York.  It has been claimed that the “New World” was based on themes derived from Negro and 
Indian folk tunes. But more recent opinion attributes the origins to his Bohemian heritage. 
Among his other well-known works that remain alive in music literature are the Slavonic 
Dances, Op. 104, the String Quartet in F Major, Op. 96, Stabat Mater, Op 58, and a number of 
songs. 

 
 

Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov (18 March 1844- 21 June 1908) 
 
He was a member of the Russian “Five” and has been credited 
with writing the first Russian symphony. He was a naval officer 
and a self-taught musician. In spite of his lack of formal 
training he was appointed Professor of Instrumentation and 
Composition at the St. Petersburg Conservatory, a position 
which he held until his death. His music utilizes the true 
Russian folk idiom and oriental melodic patterns. His musical 
output is not large, mainly because he gave a great deal of his 
time to revising and orchestrating the works of his friends, 
especially Mussorgsky. Rimsky-Korsakov’s best operas are 
The Maid of Pskov, The Snow Maiden, and Le Coq d’or (The 
Golden Cockerel). His orchestral works include 

Sche-herazarade and Sadko, the first Russian tone poem. Rimsky-Korsakov is also the author 
of a textbook on orchestration, Foundations of Orchestration. He also wrote an autobiography, 
The Chronicle of My Musical Life. 

 
 

Claude Debussy (22 August 1862 – 25 March 1918) 
 
A French composer was the stelar of the impressionistic 
movement in music, among the most influential composers of 
the late 19th and early 20th century French music. 
Impressionism was an antirealistic movement that originated 
first in the fields of painting and poetry. In addition to being 
antirealistic, it was anticlassical; even its Romantic qualities 
were milder, and it avoided the violence and passion of the 
earlier Romanticists. It was concerned with vague and 
transitory suggestions to evoke moods and atmosphere. 
Debussy was one whose music was directly influenced by 

literature and painting; he was greatly stimulated by the poetry of Verlaine and the paintings of 
Monet. He tried to suggest the same kind of feeling as his colleagues in poetry and painting. 
Debussy sought to express the shimmering effects of light and shade in the painting by tone 
color and chordal structure in music, sacrificing lyric melody, traditional forms, and polyphonic 
complexities for suggestive harmonic progressions. In order to achieve a more luminous tonal 
coloring, he destroyed the traditional function of the successive scale steps by the use of whole 



tone scale where each note has a subtle persuasion all its own. Debussy also added to the 
sense of vagueness by weakening cadences with parallel chords; progressions and unresolved 
dissonances. 
 

Debussy’s untraditional practices aroused much controversy, even in his early works 
such as the Prelude a L’Apres-midi D’un Faune (Prelude to The Afternoon of a Faun), the 
Nocturnes, and La mer.  His opera Pelleas et Mesilande is almost a music drama with a 
restrained musical expression that creates the emotional atmosphere of Maeternlick’s drama. 
A string quartet and a number of pieces for piano including the Twenty-Four Preludes, are 
among his works written before 1910. The very late compositions written during the last year of 
his life, the violin and cello sonatas, and the two books of etude, place Debussy in the forefront 
as an innovative composer, bridging the Romanticism of the nineteenth century. 

 
 
Suggested Activities: 
 
These are further examples of Chamber Music, solo Piano Music and Music for a Grand State 
occasion: 
 
1. Scherzo from The Trout Quintet (Franz Schubert 1797-1828) 
        a. What is a scherzo? 
 
2. Le Rosignol (Nightingale) (Franz Schubert 1811-1866) 
         a. Rising patterns and repeated notes at the top of the piano range 
         b. Slow, expressive Romantic melody 
 
3. Sursum corda (Edward Elgar 1857-1934) 
        a. Swelling crescendo 
        b. Expressive melody on the string 
        c. Development of string melody 
 
Assessment Guide: 
 
a. Can students describe how music is used to communicate different moods and effects using 
a musical vocabulary? 
b. Can students compose music which communicates different moods and effect? 
c. Can students used graphic notation to record what they hear in a piece of music? 
d. Can students perform melodic patterns over a given ostinato? 
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